Initial diagnosis cannot exclude PedIBCL
• PTFL (n=13)
• PNMZL (n=8)
• PTFL versus PNMZL (n=1)
• LGBCL with features of PedIBCL (n=2)
• Atypical lymphoid hyperplasia (n=3)

Excluded:
• No review material (n=1)
• Atypical lymphoid hyperplasia (n=2)
• Follicular lymphoma, adult type (n=1)

Separate category:
• aBCL, NOS with partial features of PedIBCL (n=2)

PTFL (n=11)

PTFL without MZ (n=8)

PTFL with MZ (n=3)

Mixed (n=8)

PNMZL (n=2)

Supplementary Figure S1. Initial diagnosis and consensus reclassification

aBCL, NOS, adult B-cell lymphoma, not otherwise specified; LGBCL, low-grade B-cell lymphoma; MZ, marginal zone differentiation; PedIBCL, pediatric-type indolent B-cell lymphoma; PNMZL, pediatric nodal marginal zone lymphoma; PTFL, pediatric-type follicular lymphoma